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Financial support and technical assistance from the international community is key to alleviating the terrible
toll that the epidemic is taking on the people of Africa. WHO played a leading role in helping countries
organize national AIDS programs and in developing mid-term, strategic plans. Debate lingers over whether
WHO responded as vigorously as necessary to the epidemic, but, in any case, the United Nations system
decided by the mids that it needed a greatly expanded program. As such, it is designed to encourage and
coordinate action, rather than to function as a direct funding or implementing agency. While this is an
important role, African countries often find it easier to work with agencies that have their own implementing
budgets. African governments lead the effort and are responsible for developing broad-based, national
responses. IPAA claims it has had a significant start. It has also assisted in the development of new national
strategic plans. When IPAA was organized in late , 14 countries had completed national strategic plans. Now,
30 countries have completed plans and another 14 are underway. IPAA has also been involved in mobilizing
political leadership, securing additional funding from national governments, and promoting community
involvement and district-level action. This was an historic event, marking the first time that a General
Assembly meeting was devoted to a health issue. The Declaration of Commitment calls for intensified action
that would lead to a 25 percent overall reduction in HIV prevalence among people 15 to 24 years old by in the
most affected countries. As is typical of UN conferences and resolutions, the UNGASS Declaration of
Commitment has no funding or enforcement mechanisms, leading some critics to question its ultimate
usefulness. Nevertheless, the document serves as a blueprint for intensified action and provides an intellectual
and policy framework for greatly intensified action. A huge difference between estimated needs and actual
spending continues to plague efforts to address the problem. A major question now facing the international
community is how to eliminate this gap by the year Now, while the international community may still be
providing the preponderant proportion of funds, African governments may be forced to play a much more
significant role to help narrow the funding gap. Zambia was spending more on debt service than it was on
public health and education combined. Similarly, in Nigeria, debt payments exceeded health and education
expenditures. The idea behind debt relief is that the lending institutions or countries would forgive or cancel
existing debts. Overall, the World Bank reports that debt relief packages are now in place for 26 countries â€”
22 from Africa â€” as of May The World Bank notes that social spending for these countries is projected to
rise from an average of 6 percent of gross domestic product in to 9 percent of GDP in The international
community is trying to mobilize the needed funds. Overall, some 52 percent of the funds have been devoted to
Africa. More recently â€” this June â€” U. What is also noteworthy is that the U. Both the international and
the internal African responses have intensified over the past few years. Debt relief is proving an effective
mechanism to generate new internal resources in many African countries. For all the new initiatives, available
resources still fall vastly short of what is needed to fund efforts in the African region. An even greater
international response is required. Countries trying to qualify for debt relief have to prepare an interim Poverty
Reduction Strategic Plan PRSP and then the involved parties accept a final Poverty Reduction Strategic Plan
as part of the debt relief agreement. The PRSPs offer a blueprint on how funds freed for social funding by debt
relief are actually going to be used. Department of State reports on international health affairs can be found at
www. Thomas Goliber is a senior fellow at The Futures Group International, an international development
organization headquartered in Washington, D. He is a reproductive health policy specialist with expertise in
sub-Saharan Africa, a region where he has been working for more than two decades.
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Join Staffed entirely by volunteers: Your donation and support counts. The team is comprised of emergency
managers and planners, paramedics and includes specialists in the fields of structural engineering, water and
rope rescue, collapse rescue, logistics, hazardous materials, communications, technical search. Our team
members come from all walks of life. Our volunteer-members are put in some of the most hazardous situations
in order to save a saveable life and bring relief to those who are suffering post-disaster. None of our members
would ever consider themselves to be heroic - they train, fundraise, carry out admin duties and take a leading
role in our organisation. All in their spare time. If they pass, they then begin a minimum of 18 months training
followed by a week long assessment. It is only at the point of passing their final assessment that they are
eligible to be deployed. Members then enter a process of continual improvement whereby new skills,
techniques and procedures are accumulated. Outside of the training and development, each member has a duty
to take a very active part in fundraising, ambassadorship and administrative duties. That being said, we know
that in order to be most effective we have to work with other organisations, partners and agencies. We all have
a common goal and purpose - sharing knowledge and expertise is part of our duty. We continue to develop
more relationships to increase our effectiveness as we evolve as an organisation. We rely on public donations
to continue our work. Please help us continue our work Support us The more people who know about us the
greater the likelihood of us receiving donations. If you think you can offer your support in other ways, such as
equipment supplies or services, then please do let us know. Remember us next time your employer is inviting
charity nominations. Register your interest in joining our International Response Team Thinking about joining
our team? Why not make a donation first? Donate now Latest Tweet.
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The international community has struggled to find consensus on an effective response to the threat posed and
too often falls back on simply intensifying current measures, which are incoherent and largely ineffective. In
order to fight ISIS more effectively, it is necessary to evaluate why the current measures are not working and
look at potential alternatives. ISIS has flourished in ungoverned or weakly governed areas of countries
affected by conflict or political instability. In addition, large numbers of ISIS recruits have come from
relatively stable countries, such as Tunisia, further clouding the picture. Overall, however, combatting ISIS in
most of the affected countries needs to be part of broader and longer-term efforts to restore security, tackle
political injustices, increase economic output and promote effective governance. By the end of over half of the
United Nations membership was part of this militarily driven approach: Almost every air campaign against
terrorists causes civilian casualties and the destruction of infrastructure, and ISIS operates almost entirely
among civilians in cities such as Raqqa and Deir Ezzor in Syria and Mosul in Iraq. Military support to allies
Some countries are contributing to the US-led military operation by providing arms equipment, training or
advice. Interventions have a long tradition of arming allies. However, every time military hardware is given to
allies, there is a chance it could end up in the wrong hands. While private citizens, including a number of US
veterans , have volunteered to fight against ISIS, there is currently little political appetite in any Western
capital for the deployment of ground forces. Moreover, increasingly, voices are saying that Western military
intervention plays into the hands of ISIS and can lead to unintended consequences such as the creation of more
terrorist groups; ISIS, for instance, was born out of the Iraq war. However, the military toolbox is just one
front in the battle being waged against ISIS and there are other, arguably more effective ways for states to deal
with the threat. The non-military toolbox Economic sanctions and cutting off supply chains Like all
organizations, money matters to ISIS, and so cutting off its sources of funding is a possible alternative. For
example, oil sales to local intermediaries are a crucial source of income for ISIS, although air strikes on
oil-related infrastructure in reduced that income. In February the UN Security Council unanimously adopted
Resolution , which reaffirmed and clarified the applicability of UN sanctions on ISIS-related individuals and
entities that provide active and passive financial support to the group. But implementation is easier said than
done. ISIS deals mainly in cash and operates outside legitimate channels. This often means that the most
common counterterrorism financing policy tools are inadequate in the case of ISIS, while new
counter-financing responses remain largely embryonic and need to be balanced with the risk of damaging local
economies and services and exacerbating humanitarian crises. Preventing the travel of foreign fighters
International efforts to prevent the travel of foreign fighters also face major difficulties. The UN Security
Council has outlined a range of security, legal and intelligence measures that are needed, and it has stressed
the need to provide a counter-narrative to radicalization and to address root causes. Those who argue against
negotiation fear that it gives legitimacy to terrorists and their methods , while those in favour claim it is
inevitable and point to a number of past conflicts where negotiations played a role , including with the IRA in
Ireland, Eoka in Cyprus, FMLN in El Salvador, PLO in Palestine and the Farc in Columbia.
Counterpropaganda ISIS uses social media for recruitment, communication and spreading propaganda. If ISIS
loses its followers, it loses its strength. In the arena of digital counterinsurgency, there is still much room for
improvement. Towards a complex recipe for peace? How to conduct an effective international intervention
against ISIS is a question at the very centre of global politics today. ISIS operates across three dimensions:
Therefore, the recipe for true peace needs to address these three dimensions in a coherent and sustainable
wayâ€”and it will not be easy.
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International Responsibility The Rwandans who organized and executed the genocide must bear full
responsibility for it. But genocide anywhere implicates everyone. To the extent that governments and peoples
elsewhere failed to prevent and halt this killing campaign, they all share in the shame of the crime. In addition,
the U. In contrast to the inaction of the major actors, some non-permanent members of the Security Council
with no traditional ties with Rwanda undertook to push for a U. But all members of the Security Council
brought discredit on the U. Tolerating Discrimination and Violence From on, influential donors of
international aid pressed Habyarimana for political and economic reforms. But, generally satisfied with the
stability of his government, they overlooked the systematic discrimination against Tutsi which violated the
very principles that they were urging him to respect. They discussed but did not insist on eliminating identity
cards that showed ethnic affiliation, cards that served as death warrants for many Tutsi in When the Rwandan
government began massacring Tutsi in , crimes that were solidly documented by local and international human
rights groups and by a special rapporteur for the U. Commission on Human Rights, some donors protested. At
one point, the Belgian government went so far as to recall its ambassador briefly. But none openly challenged
Rwandan explanations that the killings were spontaneous and uncontrollable and none used its influence to see
that the guilty were brought to justice. In addition, the lack of international response to the massacres in
Burundi permitted Rwandan extremists to expect that they too could slaughter people in large numbers
without consequence. Economies and Peacekeeping In September , U. They believed that Rwanda promised
such success because both parties to the conflict had requested the U. Faced with escalating costs for
peacekeeping operations, the U. Demands for economy,loudly voiced by the U. Peacekeeping staff had
proposed a small human rights division, which might have tracked growing hostility against Tutsi, but no
money was available for this service and the idea was dropped. Belgium, too, wanted to save money.
Although it felt concerned enough about Rwanda to contribute troops to the force, it felt too poor to contribute
the full battalion of requested and agreed to send only half that number. Troops from other countries that were
less well trained and less well armed filled the remaining places, producing a force that was weaker than it
would have been with a full Belgian batallion. As preparations for further conflict grew in February , the
Belgians were sufficiently worried by the deteriorating situation to ask for a stronger mandate, but they were
rebuffed by the U. The concern for economy prevailed even after massive slaughter had taken place. When a
second peacekeeping operation was being mounted in May and June, U. Warnings, Information and the U.
From November to April , there were dozens of other signals, including an early December letter to Dallaire
from high-ranking military officers warning of planned massacres; a press release by a bishop declaring that
guns were being distributed to civilians; reports by intelligence agents of secret meetings to coordinate attacks
on Tutsi, opponents of Hutu Power and U. Foreign observers did not track every indicator, but representatives
of Belgium, France, and the U. In January, an analyst of U. Central Intelligence Agency knew enough to
predict that as many as half a million persons might die in case of renewed conflict and, in February, Belgian
authorities already feared a genocide. France, the power most closely linked to Habyarimana, presumably
knew at least as much as the other two. In the early months of , Dallaire repeatedly requested a stronger
mandate, more troops and more materiel. The secretariat staff, perhaps anxious to avoid displeasing such
major powers as the U. The paucity of information meant little to the U. Instead of strengthening the mandate
and sending reinforcements, the Security Council made only small changes in the rate of troop deployment,
measures too limited to affect the development of the situation. Meanwhile Dallaire was fairly shouting the
need for immediate and decisive action. Given the two points of view, the staff generally presented the more
reassuring assessment to council members. By late April, representatives of the Czech Republic, Spain, New
Zealand and Argentina sought information beyond that provided by the secretariat and became convinced that
the slaughter was a genocide that must be stopped. They pushed the Security Council to support a new
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peacekeeping operation with a stronger mandate to protect civilians. Obfuscation and Misunderstanding From
the first hours after the killings began, U. Dallaire delivered that same information in a telegram to U. Early
accounts by journalists on the spot also depicted systematic, widespread killings on an ethnic basis. The
simultaneous selective slaughter of Hutu opposed to Hutu Power complicated the situation but did not change
the genocidal nature of attacks on Tutsi and, in any case, killings of Hutu diminished markedly after the first
days. Given the pattern of killings, given previous massacres of Tutsi, given the propaganda demanding their
extermination, given the known political positions of the persons heading the interim government, informed
observers must have seen that they were facing a genocide. They knew, but they did not say. Some may have
done so as part of their effort at neutrality, but others surely avoided the word because of the moral and legal
imperatives attached to it. They seemed unable to dissociate Rwanda from Somalia, although the two cases
had few points of comparison beyond their common location on the African continent. Most journalists simply
exploited the horror and made no effort to go beyond the easy explanations. The organizers used the slaughter
of Tutsi to draw the RPF into renewed combat. Later, in the face of RPF advances, they demanded a cease-fire
as a prerequisite for ending the genocide. The RPF resumed the war in part to stop the massacres and insisted
on an end to the genocide as a condition for a cease-fire. An early initiative by the RPF to halt the genocide
failed at least in part because combat had resumed. RPF representatives proposed a joint operation against the
killers with Rwandan army troops not involved in the slaughter and with U. At about this time, France and
Belgium, and perhaps the United States,briefly discussed using troops of the evacuation force to halt the
killings, but they dropped the idea. The RPF, suspicious of French intentions, warned that it would attack
soldiers who stayed longer than was necessary to evacuate foreigners and Rwandan government soldiers, who
had already proved that they would kill Belgian troops, were presumed ready to kill more. Whether these risks
provided the real reason or merely a pretext for their rapid departure, the French and Belgian troops boarded
their planes and flew away. Foreign policymakers treated the genocide as a tragic byproduct of the war rather
than as an evil to be attacked directly. Accustomed to dealing with wars, not with genocides, diplomats
addressed the familiar part of the problem in the usual way, by promoting a dialogue between the belligerents
and seeking a cease-fire. To increase the chance of success, they sought to maintain a posture of neutrality
between the parties, which meant not condemning the genocide. This was true for the staff of the U. Dallaire
was instructed to concentrate on getting a cease-fire even though he believed that objective was unattainable
and clearly secondary to ending the killings. But diplomatic hopes of halting the genocide by ending the war
could not produce results so long as the organizers of the slaughter saw the genocide as a way of winning the
war. Some policymakers, particularly in France and in Belgium, were wedded to the notion that an ethnic
majority was necessessarily the same as a democratic majority. They could not bring themselves to condemn
the genocide because they feared increasing the likelihood of an RPF victory and the subsequent establishment
of a government dominated by the minority. When the RPF renewed hostilities with the Rwandan army late
that day, their 1, or so soldiers drew some of the Rwandan troops away from attacks on civilians, but not
enough to halt the slaughter. Three days later, when the RPF proposed assembling a force with Rwandan army
soldiers opposed to the attacks and U. The commander of the Belgian contingent of the peacekeepers
concluded that the U. Dallaire too agreedthat a joint force could have stopped the killers and he was ready to
lead the peacekeeping soldiers themselves into action, if he received additional troops and materiel. The
number of troops needed to restore order grew as participants from more areas were drawn into the killing
campaign, but, according to Dallaire and other military experts, 5, experienced soldiers could have ended the
genocide even in the later weeks. Because the operation of the genocide was highly centralized, stopping the
killing in Kigali would have quickly quelled violence elsewhere in the country. Any serious challenge from
foreign troops would have signaled that the interim government was illegitimate in the eyes of the
international community and unlikely to receive the support it would need to survive, far less prosper. This
would have discouraged Rwandans from joining the killing campaign and might even have stimulated some
opponents of the genocide to come together to oppose it. But instead of using the peacekeeping troops to stop
the genocide, the U. Dallaire was ordered to make avoiding risk to soldiers the priority, not saving the lives of
Rwandans. To do so, he regrouped his troops, leaving exposed the Rwandans who had sought shelter in
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certain outposts under U. As the Belgians went out one gate, the assailants came in the other. More than a
thousand Rwandans died there or in flight, trying to reach another U. The next day and for several days after
that, the Security Council debated the complete withdrawal of the peacekeeping operation, a decision which
would have abandoned some 30, unarmed civilians then in U. The Belgians promoted this idea aggressively
outside the council while the U. A member of the secretariat even suggested that protection of civilians might
not be an appropriate activity for a peacekeeping operation. They delayed the decision long enough for U. On
April 21, the Security Council withdrew most of the U. Eight days later, after refugees began pouring out of
Rwanda in numbers massive enough to threaten stability in the entire region, the secretary-general andSecurity
Council acknowledged that the war and the genocide could be addressed separately and that they should try to
halt the killings. At the time some , Tutsi were alive and awaiting rescue. The RPF certainly knew of the 60, in
Kigali, Kabgayi and Cyangugu and of untold thousands of others clustered at Bisesero or in Bugesera and
scattered throughout Butare, where large scale killing had begun only nine days before. RPF opposition to a
new U. RPF troops had proved their effectiveness and peacekeeping staff and member states preferred not to
risk direct combat with them. Whether the RPF would in fact have fired on a U. Discussion about the size,
mandate, and strategy for a new peacekeeping force continued until May 17, in part because of U.
Manoeuvering by nations supplying troops and those supplying equipment consumed another two months, so
that the second peacekeeping force landed only after the RPF had defeated the genocidal government. The
slowness and ineptness of national and international bureaucracies in mounting the operation was not unusual,
nor was the attempt by participating nations to get the most or give the least possible. What was extraordinary
was that such behavior continued to be acceptable in the context of genocide, by then openly acknowledged by
national and international leaders. In early April some French authorities considered using the soldiers of their
evacuation force to back the Rwandan army against the RPF but decided not to do so. French soldiers went to
rescue Tutsi in southwestern Rwanda, to the general acclaim of press and public. Others who went to the
northwest, ready to impede the RPF advance and to protect the interim government, were hailed by RTLM but
drew little foreign notice. Some French soldiers were slow to act to save Tutsi, as at Bisesero, apparently
because they accepted the official Rwandan explanation that the Tutsi were RPF infiltrators. In the
humanitarian zone which they established, French troops took some measures against the militia but they
permitted genocidalofficials to continue exercising their functions. Some 2, well-equipped elite French forces
saved 15, to 17, lives. The barely U.
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American Israel Public Affairs Committee [50] The following institutions have not declared the conflict in
Darfur a genocide related statements included: Stated that mass murders of civilians have been committed by
the Janjaweed , but not genocide [51] African Union: There is mass suffering, but it is not genocide. This can
be a semantic discussion, but nevertheless, there is no systematic target â€” targeting one ethnic group or
another one. Fighting breaks out in Darfur between government forces and rebels. Refugees start fleeing into
Chad January UN officials describe Darfur as one of the worst humanitarian crises in the world 7 May: Annan
described the trips as constructive. On 22 July , the United States Senate and House of Representatives passed
a joint resolution declaring the armed conflict in the Sudanese region of Darfur to be genocide and calling on
the Bush administration to lead an international effort to put a stop to it. On 30 July, the United Nations gave
the Sudanese government 30 days to disarm and bring to justice the Janjaweed, in UN Security Council
Resolution ; if this deadline is not met in 30 days, it "expresses its intention to consider" sanctions. Resolution
also imposed an arms embargo on the Janjaweed and other militia. They were joined by Nigerian troops later
that month. The talks reopened amid acrimony, with the SLA accusing the government of breaking promises
[66] that it made for the little-respected April ceasefire. According to him, the situation "has resulted in some
improvements on the ground but remains limited overall". Stopping attacks against civilians and ensuring their
protection is the responsibility of the Government of Sudan. The Government has not met this obligation fully,
despite the commitments it has made and its obligations under resolution Attacks against civilians are
continuing and the vast majority of armed militias has not been disarmed. Similarly, no concrete steps have
been taken to bring to justice or even identify any of the militia leaders or the perpetrators of these attacks,
allowing the violations of human rights and the basic laws of war to continue in a climate of impunity. After
18 months of conflict and 30 days after the adoption of resolution , the Government of Sudan has not been
able to resolve the crisis in Darfur, and has not met some of the core commitments it has made. However, he
did not threaten or imply sanctions, which the UN had expressed its "intention to consider" in Resolution This
position was strongly rejected by the Sudanese foreign affairs minister, Najib Abdul Wahab. If it does
constitute an act of genocide, international law is considered to allow other countries to intervene. This was
adopted, in modified form, on 18 September as Resolution see below. On 13 September , WHO published a
Darfur mortality survey, which was the first reliable indicator about deaths in Darfur. It reported that 6,â€”10,
people were dying each month in Darfur. Many were related to diarrhoea , but the most significant cause of
death was violent death for those aged 15â€” The Darfur mortality rates were significantly higher than the
emergency threshold, and were from 3 to 6 times higher than the normal African death rates. Both candidates
agreed that what was happening in Darfur was genocide. On 17 October in a meeting between leaders of Libya
, Sudan, Egypt , Nigeria and Chad, the idea of foreign intervention was rejected. They stated that they believe
it to be a purely African matter. Egyptian presidency spokesman Magued Abdel Fattah said that the
international community should "provide Sudan with assistance to allow it to fulfil its obligations under UN
resolutions on Darfur rather than putting pressure on it and issuing threats. The European Union mobilised the
remainder, an additional EUR 80 million on 26 October from their African Peace Facility to support the
deployment and operations of the strong AU observer mission which will monitor the implementation of the
cease-fire agreement. However, rebels showed up late and the talks did not begin until 25 October. Two more
rebel groups now want in on the negotiations, and an existing cease-fire agreement is considered shaky. The
talks are still in progress, but a humanitarian agreement is expected to be hammered out during the course of
the talks. November [ edit ] A village health post destroyed by a Janjaweed militia attack On 2 November the
United Nations reports that Sudanese troops have raided the Abu Sharif and Otash refugee camps near Nyala
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in Darfur, moving a number of inhabitants and denying aid agencies access to the remaining inhabitants
inside. The second accord granted international humanitarian aid agencies unrestricted access to the Darfur
region. The accords were the product of African Union sponsored peace talks in Abuja that began 25 October.
Delegates stated that a later round of negotiations expected to begin in mid-December would work on a
longer-term political accord. The talks may have produced the breakthrough accords because of a looming
meeting of the UN Security Council, which many expected would have imposed oil sanctions on the Sudanese
government if progress had not been made. On 10 Novemberâ€”one day after the accordsâ€”the Sudanese
military conducted attacks on Darfur refugee villages in plain sight of UN and African Union observers. The
Sudanese military retaliated on 23 November by bombing the town. But the Commission stopped short of
calling it genocide. The Commission identified 51 individuals responsible for the violation of human rights
and recommended immediate trial at the International Criminal Court. An African-run tribunal has been
proposed as a countermeasure, and proposals have been made for trials to be held in Tanzania and Nigeria.
The current resolution has also been criticized, as it is unclear as to whether the peacekeepers will be deployed
to Darfur or to monitor peace in the south of Sudan. It was agreed that war criminals will be tried by the
International Criminal Court. It has not attempted to estimate the number of violence-related deaths. The list
may include high government officials of Sudan. The Sudanese Government has said it will not hand over the
suspects. Bush had forged a "close intelligence partnership" with the Sudanese government despite their
presence on the U. This sentiment has led him to invite the leaders of Sudan, Nigeria, Egypt, Chad and Eritrea
to a summit in Tripoli regarding the conflict in Darfur. The two main rebel groups in Darfur, the Sudan
Liberation Movement and the Justice and Equality Movement , announced they wanted to resume peace talks.
Previous negotiations were to be disbanded in favor of new dialogue hoping to solve their differences. It
seems that a possible hinge of the negotiations is compliance or refusal of handing over war crime suspects to
organizations such as the International Criminal Court in The Hague. The claim asserted that Major General
Salah Abdallah Gosh who is said to have been involved in training the Janjaweed, was flown to Washington
for high-level talks with his United States counterparts, related to global terrorism. July [ edit ] Security in the
region is improving, according to the commander of the African Union peacekeeping force. There are
currently around 3, troops there to keep the peace, and more are due to arrive in the coming months, expecting
to reach 7, troops in September. In keeping with a decision made by the Peace and Security Council , Nigeria
sent a battalion of troops on Wednesday, 13 July with two more coming soon thereafter. Rwanda will send a
battalion of troops, Senegal , Gambia , Kenya and South Africa will send troops as well. Canada is providing
armoured vehicles, training and maintenance assistance, and personal protective equipment in support of the
efforts of the African Union Mission in Sudan AMIS. Representatives of the Sudanese government and the
two major rebel groups are participating in the talks, however the Sudan Liberation Movement faction refused
to be present and according to a BBC reporter the SLM "will not recognise anything agreed at the talks". West
Darfur is reportedly too dangerous for aid-agencies to operate. The seventh round of peace talks began on 21
November. Sudan was blamed for the attack, which was the second in the region in three days. The appeal is
part of the Work Plan for Sudan, which outlines the activities to be carried out by the UN and its partners in
the country in the coming year. The Save Darfur Coalition , representing over humanitarian, faith-based,
advocacy, and human rights organizations, launches its "Million Voices for Darfur" campaign to urge
President Bush for a larger, more robust multinational peacekeeping force in Darfur. The Security Council
agreed unanimously to begin the planning process to send the troops, with a final decision to come later. It
called for a 12, to 20, troop presence in Darfur with the 7, African Union troops already there being given new
weapons and being incorporated into the UN mission. Furthermore, they would have a greater mandate to
protect civilians. Nevertheless, difficulties are expected to arise in finding states willing to contribute troops to
the UN mission. Although the United States offered the motion, the U. Also, Omar al-Bashir , the leader of
Sudan who is widely believed to be backing the Janjaweed militias in Darfur, has also frequently stated his
opposition to UN peacekeepers in Sudan further complicating the problem. Assuming these problems are
overcome, UN troops are still not likely to appear in Darfur for nearly a year. A series of rallies [] were held to
call for more aid and an increased role for international peacekeepers. The largest one was held on 30 April in
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Washington D. Darfur and dozens of others, where celebrities and lawmakers came together with nearly a
hundred-thousand protesters. Students from at least 46 states attended the rally in Washington DC. Eric
Reeves released a report arguing that the number of deaths in Darfur had likely surpassed , The government of
Sudan distanced themselves from his statements, but continued their vociferous condemnations of any
potential deployment of UN troops. However, the agreement was rejected by two other, smaller groups, the
Justice and Equality Movement and a rival faction of the SLA. Deputy Secretary of State Robert B. The
accord calls for the disarmament of the Janjaweed militia, and for the rebel forces to disband and be
incorporated into the army. Research by the UN indicated that violence in Darfur after the signing of the
Darfur Peace Agreement actually increased. Within days of the deal, most sides continued hostilities reaching
new levels of violence. The under-funded mission acknowledged the potential effectiveness of a fully
equipped UN force. Sudan, which was the first country south of the Sahara to gain independence, cannot now
be the first country to be recolonized. If we return to the last demonstrations in the United States, and the
groups that organized the demonstrations, we find that they are all Jewish organizations.
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Table of Contents The Caliphate Foreign Fighters The emptiness left by the inneffective governments of Iraq
and Syria has allowed the Islamic State fighters to run wild with little opposition. This number includes 1,
buildings, 1, fighting positions, 77 tanks, and Humvees. From the begining of the air campaign until present
day, there have been over 7, air strikes carried out against the Islamic State by the U. President Barack Obama
referred to the Islamic State as a "cancer" on August 26, , and stated that the time has come to "take the fight
to these barbaric terrorists". The United States launched more air strikes against the IS militants and has
authorized 1, troops into Iraq. US forces were given a mission to seek out and eliminate IS leaders, effectively
"cutting the head off of the snake" and leaving the IS flailing and unorganized. The United States assembled a
team of allies to formulate a plan and provide support in defeating the IS, and these allies include: Britain and
Australia have provided aid to the US in an aerial campaign, Turkey has strategically placed military
installations that will give US forces bases to launch operations out of, and Jordan has inteligence information
that will prove useful for defeating the Islamic State menace. Defense Department released an assessment on
December 15, , which detailed the cost of operations against the Islamic State. The rest of the coalition
conducted 1, In total, the U. The Pentagon released a report in April stating that the bombing campaign carried
out by the United States and allies had killed 25, Islamic State militants since the campaign began. Despite
these casualties the report clarified that the Islamic State still boasts anywhere from 20,, fighters. Their
numbers have not changed significantly, as they are still receiving a relatively steady stream of fighters
through poorly patrolled borders. Cell phones of dead Islamic State militants also provide a useful resource for
intelligence gathering. On September 10 President Barack Obama addressed the United States in a special
speech specifically dedicated to the threat posed by the Islamic State. The President vowed that "we will
degrade, and ultimately destroy, ISIS through a comprehensive and sustained counterterrorism strategy". This
strategy includes expanding air strikes as of the speech air strikes had been carried out , and supporting Iraqi
and Kurd focres on the ground. The President assured the American people that there is not going to be
another large scale ground war against the Islamic State, but troops are being sent in to provide training,
equipment, and support to the international troops fighting the terrorists. To read the full statement, please
click here. The White House , September 10, In response to growing criticism regarding the civilian casualties
inflicted by these US led air strikes, the Obama administration released a statement on October 1 that the strict
"near certainty" operations standards that were imposed by them in the previous year to prevent civilian
casualties from drone strikes will not apply to the current situation. The statement released by the
administration details that the "near certainty" policy was only to apply to areas that are outside of the current
hot zone of the conflict, when the United States takes military action in areas "outside of direct hostilities".
Yahoo News , October 1, A small group of Syrian rebels known as the Mujahideen Army have been given US
training and weaponry, and the members say that they can tell the difference. They learned how to fire mortars
and heavy machine guns, and were taught battlefield tactics. The United States announced plans in late to arm
and train more Syrian rebels to fight against the Islamic State. As of July there were approximately 7, Syrian
rebels waiting to be evaluated and trained by the U. The United States has made mistakes in past conflicts by
arming rebel groups who have turned around and used the weaponry and training against US forces in the
future, so the Syrian rebels will be subjected to a very rigorous and thorough testing and evaluation process
before they begin their training. According to US officials this screening process will include but is not limited
to cross-checking potential trainee names with US and foreign intelligence databases, collecting biometric data
on the potential trainees, conducting interviews with locals about the general behavior and demeanor of the
individuals, and seeking other information from their home communities. The training program is based on a
levels system, with continuous and constant evaluations possibly leading to the rebels recieving more
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specialized training and "moving up" to different weapons and training programs. These sites provide the most
up to date public information on the coalition to defeat ISIS, and the military aspects of this operation. The
State Department website can be found here , and the Department of Defense site can be found here. This is
the fourth letter that Obama has written to Khamenei , and these suggest that the United States is genuinely
interested in pursuing a mutually beneficial relationship with Iran with further cooperation if the nuclear issue
is sorted out. This announcement of an additional 1, troops to be sent into Iraq comes amid a shift in the
United States strategy in dealing with the Islamic State. President Obama announced that the US was going to
be going on the offensive against the Islamic State now that air strikes have degraded some of their
capabilities, but stood by the fact that US troops will not be involved in combat against ISIS. These additional
troops will serve to advise and assist Iraqi security forces in planning counteroffensives to the brutal Islamic
State militants. On January 15, , it was announced that the Pentagon will be sending an additional US military
trainers and hundreds of other support personnel to Syria in order to aid the rebel forces in stabalizing Syria
and defeating the Islamic State. These military trainers will put the rebel forces through a week training cycle,
with the hopes that these soldiers will be well equiped to fight the Islamic State due to their grasp on the local
terrain and battlefield dynamics. To read the full draft AUMF, click here. These supplies included over 10, M
rifles, armored and mine-resistant vehicles, thousands of Kevlar helmets and body armor, and hellfire missiles.
American troops will begin training 20,, Iraqi security forces in mid to use this equipment. This program will
be run in tandem with other government rebel training programs in Jordan , Syria , and Iraq. President Obama
sent a formal request for Congressional Authorization to fight the Islamic State to Congress in early , and in
March it was clear that partisan differences about an issue that was once a bipartisan sticking point were the
primary reason that it had not been approved yet. Global human rights groups alleged that these air strikes had
in fact killed hundreds of civilians, but there were no professionals in the area to assess the situations. Airwars,
a project run by a team of independent journalists, released a report in early August , containing details of
approximately 52 air strikes carried out by the allied coalition forces. These strikes resulted in the deaths of at
least civilians, including children, according to the report. In the first U. The United States army approved the
assignment to Iraq of approximately military personnel in June These soldiers will assist the Iraqi army in
defeating the Islamic State by providing training and strategic coordination. In mid-July it was revealed that
the United States military was in talks to build bases to launch surveilance drones from several North African
countries in order to better monitor the activities of the Islamic State. Counterterrorism officials stated that
having a drone base in a country like Libya would significantly improve one of the U. Turkish Foreign
Minister Mevlut Cavusoglu announced to Reuters on August 24, , that Turkey and the United States , along
with Saudi Arabia , Qatar , and Jordan , had reached a comprehensive plan to combat the Islamic State
following long and detailed diplomatic talks. The plan involved funding and arming supposed moderate
Syrian rebels and providing air cover as they flush the Islamic State out of Syria , while at the same time
harshly restricting access to Turkish borders. Hours after the announcement of the conclusion of talks
however, White House Spokesman Josh Earnest denied the allegations of an agreement. Earnest stated during
his daily press briefing that the negotiations with Turkey and other Mediterranean allies were ongoing and had
not reached an agreement yet. Washington announced that the agreement had been completed 4 days later, on
August 28, A special report published in The Washington Post on September 1, , provided a glimpse into the
secretive targetted killing program that the CIA and U. Special Operations Forces have been running against
the Islamic State, seperate from the allied attacks. These targets included a militant who was linked to two
Muslim gunmen who attacked people at a Mohammad drawing contest in Garland, Texas. Despite months of
training efforts by U. An additional approximately rebels were receiving training in Turkey at the time of the
announcement. The remaining rebels of the 60 that were trained earlier this year had all been captured or
killed by the Islamic State. The week after U. The United States made the decision to suspend the Syrian rebel
training program on October 9, , in the wake of continuing dissapointments and news that the rebels had been
widely unsuccessful. The week after officially suspending the Syrian rebel training program, U. According to
official sources all supplies were recovered by friendly forces in the Syrian Arab Coalition. The soldier that
was killed was the first American combat death in Iraq since November , and the ensuing firefight with the
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jihadis marked the first time ever that U. More than 20 ISIS fighters were killed in the rescue mission, and six
were captured. During the following week U. Secretary of Defense Ash Carter made it clear that missions like
this would become more frequent in the future, as the U. During late October it became clear that leaders in
Washington were heavily considering a push for more active combat roles for U. The United States announced
the authorization of the first sustained deployment of ground troops to Syria on October 30, , as seventeen
world powers met to discuss ending the Syrian civil war. In addition to ground forces, Washington will be
sending A planes as well as F fighter jets to the Incirlik air base in Southern Turkey as part of the new strategy
to defeat ISIS. From October 30 to November 6, , the United States carried out 56 air strikes against ISIS
targets, after running only three strikes during the previous 5 days. October saw only air-strikes inside of Syria
total, one of the calmest months of the whole conflict. In addition to the escalation of the air-war in Syria, U.
The President has indicated a willingness to do more, I certainly am prepared to recommend he do more. The
next day U. President Obama vowed that he would intensify all aspects of the U. Ramped up efforts to attack
the oil funding sources of the Islamic State began in mid-October , with the United States carrying out air
strikes that destroyed three oil refineries and ISIS oil tankers parked near an Iraqi border crossing during early
November. Up until this point in the conflict the United States had been cautious about striking oil facilities
and trucks, because they were still technically property of the Syrian people. However, following the Paris
attack and an increase in global commitment to defeat ISIS, the United States began air strikes against Syrian
oil facilities. During November , the U. Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton called for increasing U. The
President announced no grand shift in strategy or policy, and continued to insist that air strikes along with the
international coalition were going to be successful in defeating the jihadis. Sixty percent of Mosul residents
polled said they believed there is a conspiracy by the U. Officials involved in planning the strikes claimed that
the bombs dropped on the locations destroyed millions of dollars belonging to the terrorist organization. On
January 21, , the U. On February 18, , U. Chouchane was wanted in connection to terror attacks on a Tunisian
museum and beach resort. The planes struck at 3: The American role in Iraq and Syria expanded from purely
security to combat support in early , as U. Marines provided cover fire for Iraqi forces, and fired illumination
rounds to assist the Iraqis in locating ISIS fighters. The Marines began firing artillery rounds as part of an Iraqi
army offensive, as opposed to firing to protect the troops and U. On March 24, , the Pentagon confirmed that
U. Haji Iman was widely known to be second in command of the Islamic State organization, overseeing the
funding and black market networks of the group. The experts cited our need to assist in a complicated,
large-scale offensive effort to defeat ISIS undertaken by the Iraqi military. This is the first time that B bombers
have been stationed in the Middle East since the Gulf War in Officials at the Penatgon approved airstrikes
risking more civilian casualties on April 19, According to the new rules, in certain situations the probability
of 10 civilian casualties would be permitted.
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7: The Islamic State: International Response
The Fukushima nuclear disaster notwithstanding, growing demands for affordable electricity has spurred increasing
interest in nuclear energy throughout Africa, despite some critics, according to a July article in the International Business
Times.

Influencal world leaders expressed their vocal disapprovement regarding Apartheid and constantly
encourgaged South Africans as well as people all over the world to fight Apartheid. Below is a biography as
well as the significant contributions that Robeson has made in the struggle against Apartheid. A courageous
fighter against racism and colonialism, he suffered persecution during the "cold war" but stood firm. The
United Nations Special Committee against Apartheid held a special meeting on his 80th birthday to pay tribute
to him. His centenary was observed in many cities in the United States and in London in April To the African
people throughout the length and breadth of the continent, the peoples of the Third World in general, and the
oppressed and struggling people of South Africa in particular, Paul Robeson was more than a legendary artist
whose unparalleled talent always inspired the downtrodden blacks with confidence, pride, and the spirit of
self-assertion. To our people, Paul Robeson was also an outstanding and selfless freedom fighter, political
leader, whose single-minded dedication to the cause of the black man throughout the world, and human and
social progress in general, made him a target of the most vicious persecution by the reactionary forces in the
United States; the forces that were committed to the perpetuation of exploitation of man by man. If he had
sought personal growth and wealth, if he had remained unconcerned and silent over the sequels of slavery and
the plight of the blacks in the United States, the plight of the colonised people in Africa and the world, he
would have been acclaimed by the dominant group in this country, through its powerful media which it owns
and controls, the greatest roving American ambassador of the time. But Paul Robeson was made of finer and
sterner stuff. He clearly and unequivocally declared his stand, and the virulent campaign conducted against
him only served to temper and steel his commitment and immensely increased his fame and prestige. To the
African National Congress, this day is of special significance because of his close association with our
struggles. No doubt, when the time comes, since victory in South Africa is now as certain as sunrise, he will
be one of the first to be honoured by our people The committe came up with ten starting points as to what the
American Government could do in order to help fight Apartheid. It promoted campaigns in the United States
to end apartheid and to free Nelson Mandela. We express solidarity with Africans protesting racism and
oppression in the streets of Soweto, Port Elizabeth, Cape Town, Johannesburg and elsewhere. The bloody
repression of Blacks in South Africa have created explosive environments which threaten world peace.
Inaction in face of such a threat is betrayal of our future - betrayal of humanity, betrayal of the long line of
Black men and women who have given their lives in the struggle for freedom. The history of our common
struggle and recognition that our cause is just have brought us this day to proclaim and adopt the following 10
points: The President of the United States should: Provide assistance, both humanitarian and military, to the
liberation movements through the Organisation of African Unity. Impose a mandatory arms embargo against
South Africa and a stoppage of shipments of equipment to be used by the military, including all technology
and nuclear material. We totally support the liberation of Southern Africa from white minority rule by means
of armed struggle. We urge the Administration to call upon South Africa to release its political prisoners and
to begin negotiating with them and other Black leaders toward the establishment of a real democracy which
guarantees majority rule and human rights for all. We strongly condemn the Pretoria Government for crimes
against humanity through its wanton killing of hundreds of African youthful demonstrators and its wholesale
detention without legal redress of Africans and their allies. We urge that the U. We, in support of the
Organisation of African Unity, oppose any U. Government recognition of the "Transkei" and United States
corporate investment in that "Bantustan" whose independence will deny Africans their birthright to full
economic and political participation in the entire Republic of South Africa. We believe that independence in
Namibia - including Walvis Bay, the principal port presently considered part of South Africa - must be
achieved according to the guidelines set forth in Security Council Resolution of January 30, , which demands
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that South Africa withdraw and end its illegal administration of Namibia, and transfer power to the people of
Namibia with the assistance of the United Nations; that is, release all political prisoners, hold free elections
under United Nations supervision and control and "abolish all racially discriminatory and politically repressive
laws and practices, particularly bantustans and homelands. We urge proper recognition of the expanded
potential of the United Nations as a fully representative body. We urge the U. Trust Fund, and we condemn
the use of the veto by our government in the Security Council to protect South Africa. This error should not be
perpetuated. A normalisation of relations with the Angolan Government will facilitate any U. We condemn the
role played by the United States and other foreign corporations and banks, which by their presence and
activities collectively have participated in the oppression of Blacks and have undergirded the repressive white
minority governments of Southern Africa. Our Commitment We challenge the Judeo-Christian community,
the labor movement, the media and the political, business, and civic leadership in this country to see that our
government upholds its values and its historical commitment to self-determination, freedom and justice, and to
understand that the appeasement of South Africa can only invite an escalated war that will exacerbate racial
tensions in the United States. Finally, in turn, we commit ourselves to mobilising Black Americans and others
of good will to formulate and support a progressive U. And we state our opposition to those Blacks who work
directly or indirectly to support white minority regimes in Southern Africa.
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8: International Response to Apartheid by Cameron Boyd on Prezi
International Disaster Response Expo in the UK aims to unite the global community to help tackle natural and
man-made disasters. We have many conferences, practical workshops and networking events for those in the disaster
response community at our emergency response show in London.

It quickly turned into the worst nuclear disaster since Chernobyl in , and just as quickly, it became an
international affair, with specialists from many countries assisting the Japanese. Globally, nuclear energy has
become widespread. The Fukushima disaster prompted many countries to review emergency preparedness
procedures in their own nuclear facilities. Japan Japan itself shut down all their nuclear plants after the
Fukushima nuclear disaster, shutting the last reactor down on September 15, , as CNN reports. By July , two
nuclear power plants passed the new tests. However, an actual re-start date may not be before the winter of ,
according to Reuters on August 5, All new nuclear facilities being build in Africa will conform to the new,
strict safety and security measurers , which the International Atomic Energy Agency IAEA has been
introducing world-wide. The conference was hosted in Cape Town, South Africa. ARGENTINA Argentina,
which fortunately is not earthquake-prone, is still strong on nuclear power , and continues to build more
nuclear power plants, encouraged by increasing demands. The country also wants to use its huge uranium
deposits a natural radioactive metal used as a fuel in nuclear reactors. Leonam Guimaraes, a high-level
Brazilian nuclear official, stated: Nuclear energy is going to come back into focus soon. We will not build, we
will not plan and we will not define anything relative to nuclear energy policy in Chile during this
government. Several attempts at re-starting the project have failed, and, in , Cuba and Russia agreed to cancel
the project. Then came the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, and Cuba cancelled plans for a nuclear power
future. The country is scrapping plans to build 10 new nuclear power plants, and will instead focus on natural
gas-fired electricity plants. After the nuclear disaster in Fukushima, it is highly unlikely that that law will be
revoked any time soon. AUSTRALIA Australia is rich on uranium mines, and exports uranium a natural
radioactive metal used as a fuel in nuclear reactors to several countries, although the Australian government
has no plans to build nuclear power plants. We are blessed with abundant sources of renewable energy, of
clean energy, of solar, wind, tide, hot rocks. The Chinese government also ordered safety checks at existing
nuclear plants. The plants were found to be safe. NPCIL also pointed out that: The plant was restarted in a
matter of days after regulatory review. However, according to The Times Of Israel, the country does have a
nuclear facility , which, in March , seems to have become inveigled in a local property tax dispute. Any
lessons learnt from the accidents in Japan will be implemented at our plants as well. Taipower may increase
natural gas generators to make up for the stalled plans to expand reactors. Nuclear power is seen as important
for economic growth in Turkey, which imports most of its energy, including almost all of the oil and gas used
in Turkey. KUWAIT Kuwait had been planning to build four nuclear power plants, having signed a civil
nuclear power cooperation agreement with Japan. According to Osama Al-Sayegh, a research scientist at the
Kuwait Institute for Scientific Research, the cancellation was partly because of strong public opposition,
generated by the Fukushima nuclear disaster, and partly because of a problem of where Kuwait could store
radioactive waste. This check has since been dubbed The European Stress Test. After the Fukushima nuclear
disaster, the German government stepped up safety measures for their nuclear plants, and agreed to phase out
nuclear power. The phase out is due to be completed by , according to a May 31, article in the Sydney
Morning Herald. The Italian government accepted the vote, and Italy remains nuclear free. The Netherlands
has only one nuclear power plant, but the government approved a second reactor in January After the
Fukushima nuclear disaster, Prime Minister Vladimir Putin ordered a safety check on Russian nuclear
facilities , as reported by Reuters on Tuesday Mar 15, Russia has no plans to curb nuclear power. Besides
plans for more uranium mining a natural radioactive metal used as a fuel in nuclear reactors , the Spanish
government has reluctantly decided to continue with nuclear power , as alternatives become more and more
unaffordable for the country, as the World Nuclear Association WNA states in their August update. The
Swedish public has been divided on the issue since before , and they are still divided, but, if nothing else, they
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are consistent in how they are divided. Sweden has 10 operating nuclear reactors, according to a June update
from the World Nuclear Association WNA The Swedish government, like most other nations using nuclear
energy, checked up on their safety measures. This was the largest demonstration yet, in a country, where the
population had long remained divided on the issue. The last Swiss nuclear reactor would then be shut down
around This would also give Switzerland time to develop other ways of producing energy.
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9: International Response Team | Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and Explosives
International Response Report of the Secretary-General on the threat posed by ISIL to international peace and security
and the range of United Nations efforts in support of Member States in countering the threat.

President Thein Sein As the international spotlight focused more on the Rohingya crisis in May of , naturally
the conversation centered even more closely around the responsibility of the Myanmar government. While
President Thein Sein did not continue to make such comments, he refused to take responsibility their
involvement in the crisis. Rohingya Refugees Seventeen countries attended this meeting in Thailand and
adhered to the rules set about appropriate language to refer to this group of people. You cannot single out my
country. She is celebrated for her commitment to human rights and work towards creating a democracy in
Myanmar. Yet, she remains silent on the massive crisis within her own country: She too, will not even call
them by this name. When pressed directly in interviews about the topic, she downplays the events and denies
that there is any ethnic cleansing taking place, surely because her political power hinges on this silence. In
November of , Aung San Suu Kyi and her party overwhelmingly won seats in the first freely elected
government of Myanmar. It is important to note that because they are not given citizenship, Rohingya people
were not permitted to vote in the election. The issues surrounding the crisis were noticeable absent during
election time. Nations with the Highest Populations of Rohingya Bangladesh Rohingya Refugees in
Bangladesh Bangladesh is certainly closely tied to the Rohingya crisis because the politics surrounding these
people in Myanmar insists that they are Bengali people. There are also hundreds of thousands of Rohingya
people living in the country. The Bangladeshi government however, shows no sympathy for these refugees.
Following the recommendations of his ministerial committee, Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif reached out to the
UN Secretary General and the Security Council for support in this endeavor while his advisor on national
security, Sartaj Aziz contacted the OIC in an effort to establish a fund that would provide basic necessities to
the Rohingya people. This journey is not often successful. In fact, near the beginning on May , it was reported
that authorities discovered numerous mass graves on the border between Thailand and Malaysia. While unlike
Indonesia and Malaysia, Thailand did not agree to house the Rohingya people, it did concede that it would not
turn people away and would contribute aid. Malaysia Prime Minister Najib Razak In May of , when journalists
spotted a stranded boat of Rohingya people and garnered international attention for the crisis, Malaysia was
questioned about their own complicity in turning away hundreds of people. We have been very nice to the
people who broke into our border. We have treated them humanely, but they cannot be flooding our shores
like this. We have to send the right message that they are not welcome here. However shortly after, the nation
agreed to accept 7, refugees between itself and Malaysia, likely as a result of international pressure. Indonesia
seemed very concerned with resettlement, stressing at the ASEAN meeting that it does not want these refugees
to remain there, nor does it want to become a popular transit point. This agreement to accept the Rohingya was
under the conditions that it was only for one year and that the international community would contribute
financially. Communications Secretary Herminio Coloma Jr. While Australia signed the United Nations
Refugee Convention, the nation specifically rejects people who come by sea under this assumption that it
encourages smuggling. Abbott instead points the finger at Myanmar which he calls Burma and suggests that
this nation is solely responsible. The Turkish Prime Minister also announced that navy ships were sent into the
Andaman Sea to search for Rohingya people. This is especially compelling in light of the fact that many
countries are no longer giving money to the Gambia because of human rights violations perpetrated by the
government.
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